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             We travel
to the English - speaking world
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The plan

1 check  up  the homework 

2 listen  to  the  tape-recorder

3      watch computer  projects 

4 read  and  translate  English  texts

5 do  some  exercises  and  tests 
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Vocabulary
area территория
population население
coat of arms герб
anthem гимн
capital столица
language язык
symbol символ
government правительство
consists of … состоит из …
is situated расположено
the  native  people  коренное  население
the head of the state глава государства
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Match the vocabulary
political system генерал - губернатор
is washed достопримечательности
is separated законодательный орган
is divided федеральная республика
sights парламент
lawmaker делится
governor - general занимает территорию
occupies the territory конституционная монархия
federal republic омывается
parliamentary monarchy политическая система
constitutional monarchy отделяется
parliament парламентская монархия
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Geographical names
❖ The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Island
❖ The United States of America
❖ Canada
❖ Australia
❖ New Zealand

❖ Europe
❖ Asia
❖ North America

❖ Pacific Ocean
❖ Atlantic Ocean
❖ Indian Ocean

❖ The South
❖ The North
❖ The West
❖ The East
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The names of the cities
❖ Manchester
❖ Liverpool
❖ Glasgow
❖ Oxford 

❖ New York
❖ Detroit
❖ Chicago
❖ Los - Angeles

❖ Calgary
❖ Ottawa
❖ Montreal
❖ Toronto

❖ Canberra
❖ Sydney
❖ Melbourne
❖ Adelaide

❖ Wellington
❖ Auckland
❖ Christchurch
❖ Dunedin
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English speaking countries

❖ The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Island
❖ The United States of America
❖ Canada
❖ Australia
❖ New Zealand
❖ India
❖ The South African Republic
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ENGLISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES
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❖ 11, Great West Road                               Directors
❖ London ,W 25 
❖ England ,                                             Ambrose Harper (Chairman)
❖ Telephone 01-567-122                       Hector Grant (Managing)
❖ Telex   60153                                     William Buckhurst (Secretary)
❖ Fax ….                                                Margaret Wiles
❖                                              
❖                                                   HARPER AND GRANT LIMITED
❖ Cheboksary  Electro- 
❖ mechanical  college, 
❖ 17, Jakovlev  Avenue,
❖ Cheboksary, Chuvashia,
❖ Russia, 428000
❖ Tel. 8(352) 21-45-15                                         10th  December , 2008
❖ Dear sir,
❖       Miss  Harper  of  the  Export  Services  Branch, Board  of  Trade  asked  me  to write  to  you  direct.
❖       Our  company  specializes  in  making  high  quality  office  furniture  and equipment. I  suggest  you   to  visit  

one  of  our  exhibitions  for  about  ten  days  in  late  December  to study  on  the  spot  ways  of  introducing  our  
products  to  the  Russian   market. They  will  take  place  in  one  of  the  following  cities: New  York,  London,  
Calgary,  Sydney  and  Auckland. I  understand  there  is  no  import  duty. A clerk  with  the  customs  has  shown  
that  little  equipment  of  this  kind  has  ever  been  sold  to  Russia  and  I  understand  Italian  and  French   firms  
have  been  the  main  suppliers.

❖       Six  copies  of  our  catalogue  are  enclosed. If  you  can  help  me  in  working out  an  itinerary  and  introduce  
me  to  possible  buyers  and  agents  during  your  visit  I  should  be  most  grateful.

❖                                                                                Yours faithfully, John Martin Sales Manager
❖                                                                                 HARPER AND GRANT LTD.
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❖ __________________
❖ __________________
❖ __________________
❖ __________________
❖ __________________

❖                                                               ______________________________
❖                                                               ______________________________
❖ ___________
❖ We  have  received  your  letter , in  which  you  invite  our  colleagues  to  take  part  in  the  

________________________,held  by  your corporation. We are  pleased  to  inform  you  that  some  of  our  
managers  will  be  ______________at  this  exhibition  and  will  study  ____________________, produced  by  
your  company . They  will  also   help  you  to  find   possible__________________

❖ during  their  visit. We  are  grateful  and   look  forward  to  continue  our  ______
❖ ___________________.  
❖     
❖                                                                        _________________________
❖                                                                        _________________________
❖    
❖ buyers  and  agents
❖ business  relations
❖ international  exhibitions
❖ on  business
❖ office  furniture  and  equipment
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Vocabulary
is crowded заполненный
traffic jam пробка на дороге
feel nervous нервничать
things  can  go  wrong что-то  может  случиться
taking off посадка
to ride ехать верхом
to exercise упражняться
cheap and fast дешево и быстро
going on holiday ехать на отдых
excited волнующий
safe and comfortable удобно и безопасно
frighten пугать
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❖ by bus

❖ by bike

❖ by car

❖by plane
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The signs
arrivals общественная стоянка
baggage check in внимание
baggage claim стоянка запрещена
check in прибытие
first class only получение багажа
attention для пассажиров 1 класса
do not litter стойте
don’t walk выход к автобусу
no parking регистрация багажа
bus stop регистрация
exit to bus автобусная остановка
public parking не сорить
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VISITING  ENGLAND.   

❖ 1 - How   long   did   you   spend   with   them?  
❖ 2 - At   a   big   shop   in   Oxford   Street.                                 
❖ 3 - Two   weeks. I` ve   got   another week   to go.
❖ 4 - At   first   I   was   with   my   relatives.
❖ 5 -What   have   you   done   since   you   got   there?
❖ 6 - Where   did   you   buy   the   CDs?
❖ 7 - Hello.
❖ 8 - Almost   a   week.
❖ 9 - And   have   you   bought   any   souvenirs?
❖ 10 - How   long   have   been   in   England?
❖ 11 - Yes.  Some   CDs   and   a   book   about   Scotland. 
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VISITING  ENGLAND.

❖ -  Hello.
❖ -  How   long   have   been   in   England?
❖ -  Two   weeks. I` ve   got   another week   to go.
❖ -  What   have   you   done   since   you   got   there?
❖ -  At   first   I   was   with   my   relatives.
❖ -  How   long   did   you   spend   with   them?
❖ -  Almost   a   week.
❖ -  And   have   you   bought   any   souvenirs?
❖ -  Yes.  Some   CDs   and   a   book   about   Scotland.
❖ -  Where   did   you   buy   the   CDs?
❖ - At   a   big   shop   in   Oxford   Street.
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The Houses of Parliament
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Westminster Abbey
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Big Ben
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The Tower Bridge
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The Tower
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Buckingham Palace
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The  river  Thames
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Trafalgar  Square
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American & British English

метроundergroundsubway

компанияcompanycorporation

билетная кассаbooking officeticket office

почтаpostmail

железная дорогаrailwayrailroad

багажluggagebaggage

осеньautumnfall

таксиtaxicab

расписаниеtime - tableschedule

квартираflatapartment
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The  coat  of  arms
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❖ What’s the capital of Australia?

❖ Sydney

❖ Melbourne

❖ Canberra
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❖ When did the Europeans settle in Australia?

❖ 1488

❖ 1788

❖ 1492

❖ 1901
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❖ Who discovered Australia?

❖ Christopher Columbus

❖ Captain Cook

❖ Lewis and Clark
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❖ Who are the Australians natives?

❖ Eskimos

❖ Aborigines

❖ Indians
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❖ Australia is not a …

❖ Country

❖ Island

❖ Continent

❖ City
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❖ How many nationalities live in Australia?

❖ 200

❖ 75

❖ 5

❖ 20
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❖ What is the official language of Australia?

❖ French

❖ German

❖ English
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❖ Which city is Australia’s oldest and largest?

❖ Sydney

❖ Melbourne

❖ Canberra
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❖ Which is a popular Australian animal?

❖ Koala

❖ Kangaroo

❖ Emu
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❖ Which two animals can you see on the Australian coat of 
arms?

❖ Kangaroo & Dingo

❖ Koala & Parrot

❖ Kangaroo & Emu
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❖ What is the main Australian product?

❖ Wool

❖ Cotton

❖ Silk
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❖ New Zealand is …

❖ Long and narrow

❖ Big and white

❖ Small and round
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❖ New Zealand is larger than …

❖ Australia

❖ Canada

❖ Great Britain
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❖ The weather is …

❖ Not too hot and not too cold

❖ Very hot

❖ Extremely cold
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❖ The name to the country was given by …

❖ Captain James Cook

❖ Christopher Columbus

❖ Abel Tasman
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❖ There are … big cities in New Zealand.

❖ 5

❖ 6

❖ 7
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❖ The capital of the country is …

❖ Hamilton

❖ Christchurch

❖ Wellington
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❖ New Zealanders are often called …

❖ Kiwis

❖ Kakapos

❖ Kookaburras
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ENGLISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES
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Guess the country
❖ It is situated on 2 large islands.
❖ It occupies the whole continent.
❖ The head of the state is Barak Obama.
❖ It is situated in the north-west of Europe.
❖ It has 2 official languages: English & French.
❖ It’s economy is based on pastoral farming.
❖ The Queen   Elizabeth  the  second  lives  there.
❖ It is the sixth largest country in the world.
❖ It borders with Alaska.
❖ It is divided into 55 counties.
❖ It’s flag is white and red with  a  maple  leaf.
❖ It’s symbol is the Statue of Liberty.
❖ It’s national colors are green and gold.
❖ It was discovered in 1492. 
❖ Its  national  symbol  is  a  not-flying  bird.    
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Countries Area

The UK 244000 sq.km

The  USA 9mln sq.km

Canada 10mln sq.km

Australia 7.6mln sq.km

New Zealand 268000 sq.km
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Countries Population

The UK 56mln people

The  USA  236mln people

Canada 27mln people

Australia 16mln people

New Zealand 3.3mln people
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Countries Capital

The UK London

The  USA Washington

Canada Ottawa

Australia Canberra

New Zealand Wellington
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Countries Political system

The UK Parliamentary monarchy

The  USA Federal republic

Canada Capitalist federal state

Australia Federal parliamentary state

New Zealand Constitutional monarchy
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Countries The Head of the State

The UK the King or the Queen

The  USA the President

Canada the Governor – General

Australia the Governor - General

New Zealand the Governor - General
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Countries The lawmaker

The UK Parliament

The  USA Congress

Canada Federal Parliament

Australia Federal Parliament

New Zealand Federal Parliament
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Countries Sights

The UK the Tower

The  USA the White House

Canada the Niagara Falls

Australia Sydney Opera House

New Zealand the Tongariro
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Countries Main languages

The UK Welsh, Scottish, English

The  USA American English

Canada English, French

Australia English

New Zealand English
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Countries Famous people

The UK John Lennon

The  USA Barak Obama

Canada Emily Pauline Johnson

Australia Nicole Kidman

New Zealand Helen Clark
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Countries Currency

The UK Pound

The  USA American dollar

Canada Canadian dollar

Australia Australian  dollar

New Zealand New  Zealand dollar
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Countries Discoverer

The UK ________

The  USA Christopher Columbus 

Canada John  Cabot 

Australia Captain  James  Cook 

New Zealand Abel Tasman 
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Countries Native people

The UK The  Celts 

The  USA The  Indians 

Canada The  Eskimos  and  the  Indians 

Australia The  Aborigines 

New Zealand The  Maori 
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The Conclusion

English
 

USA

NZ

C

A

UKThe United
Kingdom

The U.S.A.

Canada

New Zealand Australia
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Why  should  we  study  English?

English
about 25%  of  the  world  population  
use it  as  the native or the second  
language

English
is  the  language  of  science, computer  
technologies  and  world 
communications 

English
is  the  language  of  politics, business 
and  international   tourism
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